FEASIBILITY STUDY

of Water Technology Demonstration Centers

1OVERVIEW

The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) selected a team led by
Woodard & Curran to evaluate the feasibility of developing a network of Water
Technology Demonstration Centers in Massachusetts. This report presents the
findings at each of the three locations which expressed an interest in potentially
hosting a Demonstration Center: The Massachusetts Alternative Septic System Test
Center (MASSTC) in Barnstable County; the Wastewater Pilot Plant at University
of Massachusetts Amherst campus; and a Pilot Plant located at the Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority’s (MWRA) Deer Island Treatment Plant (DITP).

...................................................................................................
Feasibility studies conducted at potential

strategy to become a global leader in the

Demonstration Centers will support the

water innovation and energy efficiency

development of:

sector.

1
2

Water technology and
demonstration sites;
Specific water technology
demonstrations; and

3 Streamlined technology and

commercialization readiness
activities.

This project is in connection to
Water Innovation Trust that was
established through the passage of the
Environmental Bond Bill (Bill H.4375)
in 2014 as a vehicle to be held and
administered by MassCEC to develop
the water technology industry in the
Commonwealth.
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................................................
	Establishing this network will
create jobs, lower energy costs,
and optimize municipal operations,
in addition to supporting water
technology research.

................................................
Massachusetts has long been a leader in
science and technology in the laboratory
which is important and often supported
through a variety of resources. In
order for emerging water technologies
to gain market traction, they must
ultimately be tested “at scale” in an
operational environment, with industry
recognized testing protocols, to provide
technology developers, and water
system operators, with credible, third
party validated performance data. A

Massachusetts is well positioned to

successfully-established Demonstration

establish a strong and robust network of

Center network could serve existing

Demonstration Centers for the piloting

Massachusetts-based water technology

of new water technologies as part of a

companies, help attract new companies
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to the Commonwealth, advance new
solutions to both local and global
water challenges and provide a strong
foundation for innovation. For these
reasons, MassCEC commissioned
feasibility studies to investigate needs
related to the development of a test
bed network for the piloting and
demonstration of innovative water
technologies in Massachusetts.

ABOUT
...............................................
Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center (MassCEC)
MassCEC is a quasi-public economic
development agency dedicated to
growing the state’s clean energy
economy while helping to meet the
Commonwealth’s clean energy, climate
and economic development goals
MassCEC works to increase the adoption
of clean energy while driving down costs
and delivering financial, environmental,
and economic development benefits to
energy users and utility customers
across the state.

Woodard & Curran
Woodard & Curran is an integrated
engineering, science, and operations
company. Privately held and steadily
growing, we serve public and private
clients locally and nationwide. Woodard
& Curran employs over 1,000 engineers,
scientists, and operators and operates
over 40 treatment plants nationwide.
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BW Research
BW Research is a full-service applied
research firm with expertise in regional
economics that is focused on supporting
clients with economic and workforce
research, customer and community
research, as well as strategic planning
and evaluation services. BW Research
completed economic portions of this
work.

FINDINGS
...............................................
Woodard & Curran developed a 3-tier

investment approach (Level 1: Small,
Level 2: Medium, and Level 3: Large
investment) for each facility. The
recommendation for investment was
based on a site specific evaluation as
further described in Phases below.

The Massachusetts Alternative
Septic System Test Center
(MASSTC)
The MASSTC site could support up to
Level 2 investment ($1,540,000) and
generate sufficient revenue to maintain
operating expenses. Key findings of this
work highlighted:

»»Economic impact of investment
would be $1,898,910

»»Incremental additional center revenue
would be $115,000 per year based on
new customers of the center.

»»Investment would have simple
economic payback of ~13 years
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»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.59,
adjusted payback of ~8 years

Additional Benefits

For DITP facility to be renovated for a

»»Critical support to MassDEP

Demonstration Center, it would require

»»Public health and

with expenses of $372,000 to $1,125,000

environmental protection

»»Economic stimulus to the
surrounding region

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem
»»Training opportunities

UMass Amherst (UMA)
The study found that up to Level 2
investment of $3,930,000 would allow
the centers at UMass to generate
sufficient revenue to maintain operating
expenses. Key findings of this work
highlighted:

»»With investment, the center would
generate an additional $495,000
per year in revenue and cover
operating expenses

»»Investment would have a simple
economic payback of ~7.9 years

»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.71,
adjusted payback of ~4.6 years

Additional Benefits
»»Public Health and Environmental
protection

»»Economic stimulus to the
surrounding region

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem
3

MWRA Deer Island Treatment
Pilot Plant (DITP)

an investment of $670,000 to $5,300,000
per year. At these levels of investment
and activity, the new site revenue is
unlikely to cover the expenses of the
site. Also given that DITP pilot system
has not operated for many years it would
have to restart several operations while
working to attract customers to the site.
DITP also does not have the benefits
of existing test customers or the use of
labs, students, or county employees.
While DITP does not appear to support
investment, DITP would have similar
benefits to UMass that would include
public health and serve as an important
part of the water innovation ecosystem.

General Findings
Water Technology Demonstration Centers
can have an important role in energy
savings, water innovation, and economic
development.
MASSTC and UMA appear to have a path
to economically viable operations.
The key points are:

»»Medium investment scenario can
support incremental operational
budgets and provide return of capital

»»Functioning assets with
commercial activity

»»Support from local stakeholders
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»»Test beds will provide additional
benefits to the Commonwealth

Stakeholder Engagement and
Competitive Landscape

»»Located in areas appropriate for

The team completed

economic stimulus

primary research interviews
and solicited stakeholder

DITP faces start-up challenges, higher
expenses, and a less clear path to
sustainable operations. Test beds
will offer economic development
opportunities with regional impact.

feedback to feed into the
development of the business model and
the analysis of the network potential.
These tasks included:

REPORT
. . . . . . . . . . . . . STRUCTURE
..................................
The summary of this report
is briefly summarized in the
sections below.
The full report for each
of these phases and conclusions are
consolidated as attachments to this

TASK

1

report.

value-chain addressing core
influences were completed.

The project was executed using a stageprocess to help guide the execution of the

TASK

2

As part of this phase, design basis
for each of the three facilities in
consideration were developed to support
the evaluation and possible certification
of a technology within a specific market
application and to support the testing
and evaluation of novel technologies in a
safe and ‘risk-free’ location that will not
negatively impact the time to market for
these innovations.
4

drivers, growth themes, valueend-user/ customer discovery.

first phase of the project was completed
alignment of goals.

Secondary Research. Macro
chain analysis, competition and

project in the most effective manner. The
to ensure alignment of stakeholders and

Representative interviews with
stakeholders throughout the

Development of Design Basis
gate plan that provided information in the

Primary Research.

TASK

3

Distribution of a survey to
collect quantitative data. The
team leveraged relationships
with industry associations
including: New England Water
Innovation Network (NEWIN),
Water Environment Federation
(WEF), Water Environment
Research Foundation (WERF),
American Water Works
Association (AWWA), and New
England Water Environment
Association (NEWEA).
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For each facility, the team developed

the economic development and workforce

a prospective pipeline of end users

development impacts in each region

(regionally, nationally and globally),

was developed. This provided sufficient

and collected company demographic

guidance to collect key data inputs within

information that was used as inputs

the stakeholder engagement efforts. This

to both Network Potential and
Business Model Development. A report
summarizing the findings of network
potential was developed for each of the
sites.

model was re-visited at the conclusion
of the project and re-evaluated the
economic and workforce development
impact based upon the information
gathered in the remaining tasks. Details

Network Potential
The potential regional impact
attributed to the test beds
was reviewed both as standalone individual facilities
(of varying capability), and as part
of a regional or national network of
testbed facilities. This research requires
a combination of both qualitative and
quantitative analysis.

of the methodology are presented below.

Network Potential –
Scenario Driven Analysis
The economic impact analysis for
this project was modeled based on
the IMPLAN platform. The primary
components of the economic impact
analysis will include the total direct,
indirect, and induced jobs created by:

Specific modeling tools were developed
for each facility. The framework for the
input variables that drive the scenarios
(stand-alone, full-service, regional
network, national network etc.) were
established through the stakeholder
engagement evaluation process.

		
1

Construction phase

The modeling tools required to provide a

		

Operation and

sophisticated and detailed output were
developed early in the project chronology
– such that the input variables that the
models required was collected during
the stakeholder engagement research.
First a preliminary network potential that
developed generic models and frames
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2

		
3

maintenance phase
Economic activity associated
with creating, attracting and
scaling private enterprises
(“new business activity model”)
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Construction Phase Model
To facilitate future work, the model was

Business Activity Created
by Site Model

generated to determine the economic

This model focused on determining the

impact per million dollars. In addition to

type, number, and characteristics of

these modeling components, the size and

businesses that are typically created,

composition of the local labor market was

scaled, or attracted to a region by the

determined to its potential to fill projected

development of similar sites. The model is

openings, with recommendations for

based on the typical allocation of business

how to maximize use of local talent.
Each analysis provides important data
to compare economic and labor market
impact for its local economy.

O&M Phase Model
Upon completion of the capital models,
specific scenario-planning can be
conducted by changing assumptions,
including the development of best-,
worst-, and expected-case scenarios.
An O&M phase model was then built on
permanent employment and wages at
the site upon operations. These data
were collected in this phase but also rely
significantly on the research conducted
during stakeholder engagement. The
model was based on the economic
impact of the total number of direct jobs
and earnings anticipated at the site.
The output includes the indirect (e.g.,

type, growth, and occupation and wage
composition of companies attracted
by similar sites in competitor regions
and adjacent industries, and a custom,
IMPLAN-based model was developed.

Supply-Side Labor Market Analysis
A supply side labor analysis was
completed based on Census Bureau data,
as well as proprietary information from
sources, including JobsEQ. This data
allowed for local analysis of the local labor
market, including the number of employed
and unemployed workers by occupation.
Information from previous steps was used
to determine the number, occupation, and
experience and education level required
for the positions to be created by the site
(including all three phases explored).
A gap analysis was completed for three
deliverables: 1) a feasibility assessment

contracted services such as janitorial,

based on locally available talent; 2)

legal, etc.) and induced (e.g., impact to

recommendations for improving local

local economy from wages paid to direct

labor market share of employment

and indirect workers) employment and

created; and 3) assessment of the impact

revenues.

based on share of unemployment rate.
Each of these metrics allows for direct
comparison to the local and statewide
impact of each site.
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Site Survey & Condition Assessment
Building upon the Basis of Design and further guided by the stakeholder
engagement and competitive analysis research, the team engaged in site
survey and condition assessments tailored to specifically capture the enduse function of the facility. These included:

Availability
of influent
stream

Location to
discharge
effluent

Location to
discharge sludge
and other residuals

Utility
connections

Operations
Assistance

...................................................................................................
These facility specific criteria were
reviewed with the project team at the
kickoff meeting and refined to engage
in the site-surveys to meet the project
goals. These tasks included:

»»Visual inspection of existing site
and current facility conditions.
This included control systems;
electrical, mechanical and structural
systems; architectural aspects;
condition of computing and lab space;
treatment infrastructure; support
systems (HVAC, plumbing, fire safety,
staff facilities); building and site code
compliance; meeting space; and
communications.

The evaluation of the facilities included:

»»Review of operational status and
suitability of existing equipment and
chemical systems

»»Review of Facility design drawings,
electrical, controls network, process,
mechanical, layout, etc.

»»Review of Facility mechanical and
operations records

»»Thermo graphic images of selected
electrical switch gear and motors

»»Inspection of the building support
infrastructure including mechanical,
electrical, roof, doors, and windows
for condition and repair assessment

7
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Needs Assessment
The needs assessment
was completed based on
the site survey & condition
assessment report that
includes a comprehensive summary of
current site conditions and assets. The
report includes recommendations for
the following improvements in order to
allow each facility to serve as a test bed
location:

»»Major equipment items and capacity
»»Building renovations or improvements
»»Necessary hardware and software
upgrades to modernize the facilities’
instrumentation and control systems
along with costs

»»An assessment of staff, relevant skills,
credentials, and experience with
noted deficiencies for basis of design
developed under task 4.1

»»Process Flow Diagrams showing
existing conditions and any proposed
changes to the facility in order to
serve as a test bed location

Cost Estimate
Following work completed

equipment and materials costs from the
program database.
Operating costs were developed based on
Woodard & Curran’s experience operating
treatment facilities for over 30 years in
Massachusetts and at over 40 facilities
nationwide. Operating costs also rely on
tools such as NEIWPCC’s operating costs
spreadsheets and EPA’s cost models.
The cost estimates are used to develop
business models in other tasks. These
estimates include contingencies and
possible risks to future development and
business of each of the test bed facilities.

Retrofit Schedule
Based on the proposed
scenarios and build outs,
an overall project summary
was developed for each of
the potential site locations in Microsoft
Project. These schedules include major
tasks such as engineering, permitting,
review, bidding, and construction and are
based on typical construction timelines for
each of the host site locations and scope
of work to be completed.

Business Model and Next Steps

in the site survey and needs

This phase was to develop

assessment, an opinion

a Preliminary Business

of probable costs were

Plan built upon the prior

developed. The capital construction cost
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construction crews, production rates, and

phases that provide input

estimates were developed using RIB MC2

to the model. The development of

cost estimating software using standard

the business plan included building a
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simple quantitative business model that
included summary level operations costs,
incremental expenses, and anticipated
future revenues. To understand the
revenue options, the team explored
various business models concepts and
revenue streams.

Business Models
For each of the sites, a business model
was developed to evaluate the site’s
ability to support investment. This
includes capital and operating costs
(including labor, chemicals, energy) to
evaluate the financial sustainability of

This work involved heavy stakeholder

the sites.

engagement and iteration to understand

This task was completed by building

how each model is fit for purpose for
the unique nature and end-use of each
facility.

on the work completed in prior tasks.
In addition to the costs identified in
prior tasks, revenue for each site was

The preliminary business plans contain
three specific plans:
		
1 Sales Plan. A summary level

evaluation of each site will 		
generate revenue and close deals

		
2 Marketing Plan. The marketing

plan includes an exploration into
the basics of what product is
offered, price, and where sites
can go to market

		
3 Operations Plan. The operations
plan includes summary level

estimated based on the following major
categories.

Test Bed Rental
The most fundamental service a
Demonstration Center can provide is
rental of test space. This service is very
much like a landlord/tenant relationship
where a site essentially leases or rents
space to host sites.

Platform Services (Grant Based)
In terms of sponsored research, the
centers can focus on providing platform

information on construction,

services that allow researchers to use the

operation, IP & legal team, and

facility to pursue funding opportunities.

HR Plan including a discussion of

In these cases, grant funding would go

options for business structures

to another organization, but the work
would be completed at the test center and
funding from the grant would be allocated
to that site.
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Sponsored Research
In some cases, a center may choose to conduct research where the staff of the site
are principle investigators (PI) or co-PIs on work. In these cases, the center and
center staff would be funded from grant funding directly covering some part of the
center costs.

Events
As was discussed with a number of site staff, there are occasionally opportunities
to bring professionals together for events on relevant topics. In some cases there
would be inherent opportunities of conducting these events at sites with the access
to equipment and be able to include field-based activities in training or professional
development activities.
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The work in this report was conducted on behalf of the Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center (MassCEC). MassCEC, with support of the Water Innovation Trust that
was established through the passage of the Environmental Bond Bill (Bill H.4375)
in 2014, could help Massachusetts establish a strong and robust Demonstration
Center network for the piloting of new water technologies as part of a strategy to
become a global leader in the water innovation and energy efficiency sector.

...................................................................................................
Establishing this network of Water Technology Demonstration Centers could create
jobs, lower energy costs, and optimize municipal operations in addition to supporting
water technology research. A successfully-established test bed network could
serve existing Massachusetts-based water technology companies, help attract new
companies to the Commonwealth, advance new solutions to both local and global
water challenges, and provide a strong foundation for innovation.
This work lead by a team at Woodard

Feasibility studies conducted at

& Curran (a national Engineering Firm)

potential test bed locations will support

and BWResearch (economic experts

the development of:

with deep MA knowledge) developed
findings at each of locations which

1

expressed an interest in potentially
hosting a test bed location including:

2
3

Water technology test beds and
demonstration sites;
Specific water technology 		
demonstrations; and
Streamlined technology and
commercialization readiness 		
activities.
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PHASED APPROACH – STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT, PLANT
ASSESSMENTS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .AND
. . . . . . .COMPETITIVE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LANDSCAPE
.................................................
The team completed primary research interviews and solicited stakeholder feedback

to feed into the development of the pilot plant design needs, business model, and the
analysis of the local network potential.
For each facility, the team developed a pilot plant design need and prospective pipeline
of end users (regionally, nationally and globally), and collected company demographic
information that was used as inputs to both Network Potential and Business Model
Development.

....................................................................................................
Construction Phase
Building upon the Basis of Design and
further guided by the stakeholder
engagement and competitive analysis
research, the team engaged in site
survey and condition assessments
tailored specifically to capture the enduse function of the facility. Following work
completed in the site survey and the
needs assessment, an opinion of
probable costs were developed.

O&M Phase Model
An O&M phase model was then built on
permanent employment and wages at
the site upon operations. These data
were collected in this phase but also rely
significantly on the research conducted
during stakeholder engagement. The
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and indirect workers) employment and
revenues.

Business Activity Created
by Site Model
This model focused on determining the
type, number, and characteristics of
businesses that are typically created,
scaled, or attracted to a region by the
development of similar sites. The model is
based on the typical allocation of business
type, growth, and occupation and wage
composition of companies attracted
by similar sites in competitor regions
and adjacent industries, and a custom,
IMPLAN-based model was developed.

Supply-Side Labor
Market Analysis

model was based on the economic

A supply-side labor analysis was

impact of the total number of direct jobs

completed based on Census Bureau data,

and earnings anticipated at the site.

as well as proprietary information from

The output includes the indirect (e.g.,

sources, including JobsEQ. This data

contracted services such as janitorial,

allowed for analysis of the local labor

legal, etc.) and induced (e.g., impact to

market, including the number of employed

local economy from wages paid to direct

and unemployed workers by occupation.
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Network Potential – Scenario Driven Analysis
The economic impact analysis for this project was modeled based on the IMPLAN
platform. The primary components of the economic impact analysis include the total
direct, indirect, and induced jobs created by:

1

The construction phase

2

The operation and maintenance phase; and

3

The economic activity associated with creating, attracting, and scaling private 		
enterprises (“new business activity model”).

.RESULTS
...................................................................................................
Capital Investment Summary – MASSTC
Investment
Level 1

Capital Improvements
•

Upgraded alarms/controls

•

Site safety improvements

•

New office trailer

Estimated Capital Cost
$500,000

Level 1 Upgrades, plus
Level 2

Level 3
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•

New classroom facility

•

Upgraded electrical service

•

Replacement of facility influent pumps

Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
•

Expansion of the facility to include
additional wastewater test streams

$1,540,000

$5,270,000
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MASSTC Incremental Revenue Target
For each of the sites, capital and operating costs were compared to potential revenue
streams. Revenue from these sites were broken down into categories:
Revenue Stream

Description

Level 1

$200,000

$90,000

$290,000

26

80%

Level 2

$200,000

$113,000

$313,000

26

80%

Streams

New Revenue

Estimated

Occupancy Rate

Annual

Demo. Bays

Available

Target

Revenue

to Investment

Activities charged by service activity
(sampling, data collection, etc.)

Expenses Due

Platform Services

Operating

Facility charges a fee for hosting events or training

Annual

Events

Expenses

Research funded by grant where facility fees are
included in funding

Operational

Sponsored Research

Current

Essentially tenant/landlord relationship.
Space is leased for use.

Investment

Test Bed Rental

$1,000/month
$1,000/month +
25 events
$1,000/month

Level 3

$200,000

$454,000

$654,000

30

80%

for RWW bays,
$10,000/month for
expanded
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Capital Investment Summary – UMass Amherst
Investment

Level 1

Capital Improvements

Estimated Capital Cost

•

Site work improvements

•

Influent pump house improvements

•

Power and controls upgrades

•

Surface water pump station upgrades

$1,240,000

Level 1 Upgrades, plus
Level 2

•

New demonstration Building with
laboratory

•

Replace effluent pump station

$3,930,000

Level 1 & 2 Upgrades, plus
Level 3

•

Expansion of the facility

•

Additional wastewater streams (sludge,
groundwater)

•

Renewable and alternative energy
demonstration area

$6,900,000
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Target

Monthly Price

Estimated

Occupancy Rate

Annual

Demo. Bays

Available

Target

Revenue

to Investment

Expenses Due

Operating

Annual

Expenses

Operational

Current

Investment

UMass Amherst Incremental Revenue Target

Level 1

$125,000

$123,000

$248,000

4

80%

$6,500

Level 2

$125,000

$370,000

$495,000

10

80%

$5,250

Level 3

$125,000

$520,000

$645,000

14

80%

$4,900
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FINDINGS
...............................................
The Massachusetts Alternative
Septic System Test Center
(MASSTC)
The MASSTC site could support up to
Level 2 investment ($1,540,000) and
maintain sustainable operations. Key
findings of this work highlighted:

»»Economic impact of investment
would be $1,898,910

»»Incremental additional center revenue
would be $115,000 per year based on
new customers of the center

»»Investment would have simple
economic payback of app. 13 years

»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.59,
adjusted payback of app. 8 years

Additional Benefits
»»Critical support to DEP
»»Public health and
environmental protection

»»Business spending outside of
MASSTC projects

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem
»»Training opportunities

UMass Amherst (UMA)
The work found that up to Level 2
investment of $3,930,000 would allow the
centers at UMass to maintain financially
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sustainable operations. Key findings of
this work highlighted:

»»With investment, the center would
generate an additional $495,000 per
year in revenue and cover operating
expenses

»»Investment would have a simple
economic payback of app. 7.9 years

»»With a local multiplier effect of 1.71,
adjusted payback of app. 4.6 years

Additional Benefits
»»Public health and
environmental protection

»»Business spending/growth
outside of UMA projects

»»Part of water innovation ecosystem

MWRA Deer Island Treatment
Pilot Plant (DITP)
For DITP capital investment to be brought
up to a standard to start generating
rental, it would require an investment of
$670,000 to $5,300,000 with expenses of
$372,000 to $1,125,000. At these levels
of investment and activity, the new site
revenue is unlikely to cover the expenses
of the site. Also given that DITP pilot
system has not operated for many years
it would have to restart several operations
while working to attract customers to the
site. DITP also does not have the benefits
of existing test customers or the use of
labs, students, or county employees.
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While DITP does not appear to support investment, DITP would have similar benefits
to UMass and MASSTC that would include public health and serve as an important part
of the water innovation ecosystem. However; DITP faces start-up challenges, higherprojected expenses than revenue, and an unclear path to sustainable operations,
therefore is not a good candidate for investment.

General Findings
Water Technology Demonstration Centers can have an important role in energy
savings, water innovation, and economic development.
MASSTC and UMA have a path to economically viable operations outlined below:

»»Medium investment scenario can support incremental operational budgets
and provide return of capital

»»Functioning assets with existing commercial activity
»»Support from local stakeholders
»»Demonstration Centers will provide additional benefits to the Commonwealth
»»Located in areas appropriate for economic stimulus
Water Technology Demonstration Centers will offer economic development
opportunities with regional impact.

....................................................................................................
A full version of this report, including all sub-tasks,
will be available for download at www.masscec.com.
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